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Proposal for Curriculum Development Program,  

By Commission of Historic Anacostia Arts and 

Education, LLC. 

 

The Charge is hereby made upon the Syllabus to: 

(i) Develop a new Curriculum for Professional 

Development. (ii) Integrate General Systemstheory 

into marketable format for administering 

professional services. (iii) Offer thought 

auditing service to people to analyze their 

cognitive functions in order to prescribe 

curriculum for bettering their Self Mastery. (iv) 

In pursuit of these objects, We, the New Syllabus 

of America, hereby issue the following Article of 

Reorganization:  

 

ARTICLE OF REORGANIZATION, April 17, 2018 

 

The New Syllabus of America, IOAF&AM 

Independent Order of Ancient Free & Accepted Maurs 

O You Light Beings Come To The Water 

A new state of mind. 

 

The Worshipful Ministry shall be charged with 

administering the following General Services: 

- Dianetic Auditing Intelligence Service 

- Curriculum Service for Self Mastery 

- Civil Service for Civil Rites 

 

CURRICULUM PROPOSITION:  
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THE CURRICULUM OF FREE MAURERY 

THE KNOWLEDGE OF SELF MASTERY, 

The Circle of 360-degree Holistic Knowledge and 

The 7 Disciplines of Education of Self Mastery, 

A Revised New Syllabus-brand Curriculum. 

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDANCE MANUAL. 

 

OBJECTIVES: (i) Find Your Lost Memory, (ii) 

Discover and Preserve Records of Your True Self 

(God). (iii) Initiate people previously oppressed 

in their thinking into a state of enlightenment. 

(iv) Institute a classical liberal arts education 

in Integrated Systemstheory. (v) Practice The 

Great Work of Your Human Life Course.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Seek Within Your Self Consciousness to come to 

Know Yourself. When you know yourself then You 

will know the Truth. When you know the Truth then 

you will have Peace of Mind. It is good to make a 

record of the way by which you come to know the 

Truth and attain your self mastery.  

 

2. There can be no reformation in human behavior 

without an analysis of the human's state of mind. 

There can be no reformation of state of mind 

without an analysis of cognitive processes. There 

can be no cognitive analysis without inquiring 

into the consciousness of the mind. Therefore, 

that which is of the mind come to be manifest in 

the nature of the body.  

 

3. We are all human beings. We are all woman-

born. We all possess the power of self 

consciousness. Together, our mind and body 
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manifest the light of life which is the breath of 

the eternal living Spirit which is God. Therefore 

it is not hard to conceive that we are all the 

children of the Living God, we are all borne from 

the light of the Living Word of God.  

 

4. But many people do not know that they are 

spirits moored in the Eternal Living Water. Many 

people have not heard the living word of the 

Eternal Father. If we do not know this, we will 

not be able to contextualize our role on earth as 

human beings. The highest calling of the human 

being is to inherit and sustain the kingdom of 

earth on behalf of God in heaven.  

 

5. For the mind to be able to execute this higher 

function of its human being, it must program the 

human consciousness to operate at the optimal 

capacity of true self knowledge in order to 

project the behavioral characteristics of one who 

possesses self mastery (Gr: Engkrateia, Gnosis, 

God-Knows-Us).  

 

6. When teaching the knowledge of self, a 

different methodology shall be used than when 

teaching western arts and sciences. This is 

because that which is of the mind is manifest in 

the body. The western method of science is to 

determine the nature of the body and to state 

definitively whether it is this or that. The 

truth, however, is that all material things ARE 

the body which is manifest out of the nature of 

the mind of pure energy. Therefore, all things 

are of the same nature.  
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7. For this reason, it is best to teach truth 

through parables. A parable is a succinct, 

didactic story, in prose or verse that 

illustrates one or more instructive lessons or 

principles. It is a form of an analogy. Analogy 

is a cognitive process of transferring 

information or meaning from a particular subject 

(the analog or source), to another (the target), 

or a linguistic expression corresponding to such 

a process. In a narrower sense, analogy is an 

inference or an argument.  

 

8. Teaching the truth is a matter of integrating 

all things which appear different rather than 

identifying how things are different. This 

methodology extends to effacing even the 

boundaries of discipline. Mathematics has its 

nature in music, and Chemistry has its nature in 

Astronomy; Economics has its nature in 

arithmetic, and politics has its nature in 

rhetoric; Law has its nature in grammery, and 

Physics has its nature in Geometry. Together, all 

these arts and sciences comprise the Unified 

Discipline of Self Mastery. We will see how Self 

Mastery has been applied by Great Sages of All 

the Ages. 

 

9. It is best to teach by example. In the 

Discipline of Self Mastery, which shall bring the 

student into the knowledge of their highest self, 

moral character, and right judgement, there have 

been key teachers, i.e. Masters, who have 

embodied the pillars of this science. The 

Exemplar Par Excellence in the Discipline of Self 

Mastery is the Master known commonly as Jesus 

Christ (Ieyesus Nazarenus, the Christos of 
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Melchizedek, Most Anointed Supreme King of 

Righteousness).  

 

10. The fulcrum-lever of Self Mastery abides in 

the mind of every human being. The Highest Self 

Of Every Human Being Is United In The Mind, i.e. 

The Logos or the Word, of Universal Consciousness 

called God. In brief scientific framework, all 

matter is composed of low vibrations of God’s 

thought probability waves and all spirit is 

composed of high vibrations of the same. 

Chemically, there is only one element which 

manifests under differing degrees of force-

pressure, i.e. Will. This is the reason why 

knowledge is power.  

 

11. The Archetype of the Exemplary Master teaches 

us that the nature of the mind of the Human Being 

is what confers the Transcendental Knowledge of 

True Self to the Student, and that any name 

thereto attributed is merely a symbolic construct 

used to inspire those who know not to come to 

understand. The name "Jesus Christ" is as 

symbolic of a certain state of consciousness as 

the names "Christian Rosenkreuz," "King Solomon," 

and "Hiram Abiff". The power of these names 

symbolize the mind state of their subject just as 

your name signifies your self consciousness. That 

is, a higher consciousness gives power to the 

name by which that consciousness is known. And if 

you come to know yourself by "I Am", then your 

self consciousness will attain to the light of 

truth.  

 

12. To make the most out of an education in Self 

Mastery, you must take the words of Masters only 
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as instructional guidance imparted by them unto 

yourself for your own self knowledge. In the 

pedagogy of Self Mastery, the construction "I am" 

always refers to Your true self (god), no matter 

who it is spoken by.  

 

13. The pedagogy (the method and model of 

teaching) of Self Mastery is designed for 

developing in the Human Being the qualities of 

Leadership, Sagacity, and Professionalism. As 

such, a Master Teacher should be an Exemplar to 

their students, but the students must not be 

ignorant or slothful in their pursuit of their 

own self Mastery -- for by this discipline all 

willing and able students of this life course 

shall be made Masters. The student must have the 

innate desire to master their self and to be a 

leader to the community. This is due to the 

paramount fact that the student is only a student 

in the context of the Master. When the student 

journeys abroad with knowledge and gathers among 

the ignorant or the children, then that student 

shall be as a Master to them, and share with them 

the collective understanding of the divine mind 

just as that same mind was delivered unto their 

self. As such, those who seek knowledge must rise 

to the challenge of the Great Work, and they must 

not fear, but must apprehend and integrate all 

systemstheories and commune with all people, 

knowledgeable and ignorant alike, in order to 

manifest through every Human Being the Universal 

Consciousness of the Kingdom of God on Earth. 

 

14. The Vision of this Curriculum Program in the 

Education of Self Mastery of the Most Worshipful 

Ministry of the New Syllabus is to see that every 
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Human Being attain the Knowledge of their Self 

Mastery to enable them to be a leader to their 

community for the advancement of a Civil Society 

in the service of holistic goodness and peace. 

 

15. The Objective of Our Order is to appreciate 

the Value of every Human Being by auditing, 

appraising, and optimizing their mind's thought 

processes by integration and analysis of 

universal informationsystemstheories. 

 

16. The Values of our Order are Light, Life, 

Love, Truth, Peace, Free Will, and Justice, in 

order to do Ma’at upon the Earth, as it is in 

Heaven, World Without End, Amen. 

 

LESSON PLAN IN THE FIRST DEGREE 

 

The Method to Understanding Self Mastery lies in 

Analyzing, Synthesizing and Ordering All Things 

in Earth and Heaven which Can Be Made Known to 

the Human Mind. The act of making things known 

and organizing those into a system of 

understanding is Science. The supreme objective 

of Science is to discover "God Almighty's Grand 

Unified Theorem". Utilize the following Lesson 

Plan in order to study this integrated 

systemstheorie in the Harmonic Progression from 

Physics to Chemistry to Biology to Astronomy 

 

UNITS: 

1. Ground state material (black matter) 

2. Energy (electromagnetic force-pressure) 

3. Light (energy in motion, life-force) 

4. Quark Waves (6 directions of motion) 

5. Particle waves (3 types, ions) 
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6. Particles (atoms, 1-100 elements) 

7. Molecules (compound particle geometry) 

8. Matter (4 states of geometric density) 

9. Cells (unit of living organism) 

10. Tissue (cellular compound) 

11. Organ (functional cellular membrane) 

12. Body (cellular compound membrane) 

13. Mineral (organic earth body) 

14. Plant (organic air-light body) 

15. Fish (organic water body) 

16. Insect (hive-consciousness organic body) 

17. Reptile (low-consciousness organic body) 

18. Mammal (conscious organic body) 

19. Human (highly conscious organic body)  

20. Ionosphere (Atmospheric Membrane) 

21. Terrestrial Bodies 

22. Solar Bodies 

23. Solar Systems 

24. Black Hole Systems 

 

VOCABULARY 

a. Force-Pressure. b. Location. c. Light-Energy. 

d. Word-Membrane. e. Electricity. f. 

Transmission. g. Generation. h. Field. i. Ion. j. 

(See i and y). k. Receive. l. Vector-Pathway. m. 

Magnetism. n. Waves. o. (See vowels). p. 

Particle-Atom. q. Thought. r. Mouth-Projection. 

s. Heart-Center. t. Mass. u. Compound. v. (See f 

or u). w. Growth. x. Temporal Axis. y. Amplitude 

Axis. z. (See s). 
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ARTICLES OF SYLLABUS, 

REVISED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USE. 

 

ARTICLE I. 

 

 METHODOLOGY (N.S.C. MAAT Title 4 § 2) 

 AUGUST 1, 2017 

 

1 Life is a Course in which one studies the 

Knowledge which they will apply toward their 

pursued degree of Wisdom. 

 

2 The pursuit of Supreme Wisdom is comprised of 

360 degrees of Knowledge. In order to obtain 

Knowledge, one must thoroughly Understand the 

subject matter which is presented in their Life 

Course. Once the subject matter has been 

understood, and the correlative Lesson has been 

passed, then the Student may obtain the 

correlative degree of Wisdom, and pass on to the 

next experience. 

 

3 The subject matter of one's scholarship is 

organized into Lessons according to a Curriculum 

established by those who have studied in the 

School before them. The Syllabus is a System in 

which the subject matter of a Curriculum shall be 

organized. 

 

4 It is most good for the human being to have 

instruction in the living of their life, just as 

it is most good for the student to have a 

syllabus during the precession of their course. 

 

5 Life is a Course to which one must possess a 

Syllabus. Without such a guide, the Student will 
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not know the Method by which they are to 

apprehend their Curriculum. 

  

6 Mastery of the Curriculum of life depends upon 

a thorough understanding, analysis, engagement 

with, and balance of all facets thereof. A 

holistic understanding of the disciplines must be 

borne out from their common origin in balanced 

human living. 

  

7 A student must develop and maintain a framework 

or system by which they may organize a holistic 

understanding of the myriad facets of their life 

in order to achieve a particular objective. 

  

8 Methodology is the step-by-step, systematic 

procedure of arriving at one's objective. It is 

the path, or Tao, by which one treads this life. 

One who has established their methodology and 

lives according to it possesses integrity, or Te, 

and is called righteous, or Ma'at, and is 

therefore a speaker of truth, or Maa Kheru. 

  

9 Methodology is pedagogical, that is, it lays 

the foundation of the model by which the student 

meets their knowledge goals. Methodology is the 

blueprint, or structure, of the syllabus by which 

the student may apprehend the content of their 

life's curriculum. Pedagogy is the method of 

teaching. 

  

10 Methodology informs theory. Theory is the 

framework, or system, in which one 

methodologically apprehends the primordial, 

unconditioned, and eternal truth called Deity, 

Science, Nature, or Netjer. The theory governs 
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the organization and analysis of facts which are 

gathered to support the hypothesis of 

Deity/Science. ADDTN080517 A theory which has 

been proven beyond all doubt by formulaic 

evidence is called a Theorem. 

 

11 Science, as a discipline, is a method of 

procedure that has characterized natural 

philosophy since the 17th century, consisting in 

systematic observation and measurement, and the 

formulation, testing, and modification of 

hypotheses. The act of weighing and measuring 

scientific theories by this method provides the 

data-pool of facts by which one studies truth. 

Each of the above theories aims at truth, and 

uses the appropriate available methods to 

apprehend it. 

  

12 Scientific method and theory, therefore, holds 

as its objective supreme truth. Truth is desired 

because it frees the mind from ignorance. 

Ignorance is the state in which one incidentally 

or willfully ignores the truth. Such a person is 

a liar. The liar does not acknowledge the true 

state of things, often imposes his/her own 

opinions upon things, and thereby breeds chaos, 

confusion, and disorder, which things lead to the 

loss of life. 

 

13 When one does not know the method of 

surmounting any particular obstacle, then it is 

not possible for them to develop a sound theory 

upon it; therefore such a one must assume things 

about the problem which are ungrounded and 

untrue, thereby leading them to failure in 

apprehending said problem, wasting their energy, 
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and ultimately wasting that part of their life 

while not having acquired the wisdom from said 

experience which would allow them to more easily 

navigate similar terrain. This is what happens 

when one fails to use critical thought. The 

person becomes imprisoned by circumstances and 

chained by their ignorance. Therefore freedom is 

having knowledge of the truth. 

  

14 Theory, therefore, provides the framework in 

which the knowledge of truth is apprehended by 

understanding and applied by wisdom. Theory is a 

toolbox, and the knowledge of the order and the 

use of those tools is methodology. When building 

a house of truth [i.e., constructing and 

establishing a lawful civilization, or system of 

positive battery], one uses their tools 

methodologically, according to the blueprint 

provided by acquired knowledge. 

  

15 The theoretical framework, or system, contains 

the methodologies used for building one's house 

of truth. One looks at the blueprint to move 

forward with construction, yet goes back to the 

same tool box to extract the appropriate methods 

for the appointed task. One goes back to the 

framework to go forward with their building; the 

framework [toolbox] ties back or binds the 

builder to their tools. The Latin religare to 

bind (or piety) is the root of religion. When 

building a house of truth, one utilizes their 

theoretical, or philosophical, framework to 

deduce the method necessary for the appointed 

task, and finds therein the appropriate tool. If 

one's philosophical toolbox contains only a 

hammer, screwdriver, ruler, and saw, then those 
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are the methods which they must use to build 

truth, and the knowledge of the use of those 

tools is their religion. Yet another may possess 

table-saws, electric drills, and so on. Some 

religions are minimal and rely on human strength 

alone; others are elaborate and employ external 

sources of power. Both may be employed to build a 

sturdy house, depending on the wisdom of the 

builder. Hence, religion is the philosophy by 

which one methodologically comes into knowledge 

of truth, Deity; religion is the toolbox by which 

one builds and maintains their house of life. 

 

16 One's philosophy informs one's culture. One 

who builds with hammers and nails needs only the 

strength of their body, and that is the root of 

their culture. One who builds with electric 

drills needs also a power generator, and that is 

a part of their culture. Muscle contraction and 

electricity are both sources of power. Therefore 

culture, informed by a particular necessity of 

methodology (religion), is both empowered and 

empowering. Cultural philosophy (religion) breeds 

power among the people. 

  

17 When the power of the people is applied to the 

methodology of their building using their 

cultural philosophy, then balance exists. That is 

to say, one who builds with hammers and nails 

uses not his energy to purchase electricity, but 

rather maintains the vitality of their muscles, 

and applies their tools to their task, reaping 

the benefit of building their house of truth 

without incurring a disproportionate loss of 

energy. This reciprocal relationship of acquired 

knowledge applied to an existing framework using 
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the necessary methodological tools to build a 

house is harmonious. The amount of effort exerted 

is directly proportional to the progress of the 

building. 

  

18 When harmony is at play, and maintains its 

balance, then the work of the system is executed 

most efficiently; it is perfect, and the truth 

which is now constructed is prepared to house the 

Lord. The building is now established. 

  

19 When the building is established, the people 

then have the choice to build upon it or to 

destroy it. The decision of the people will 

manifest or give birth to the system again; that 

is, when the house of truth is constructed, then 

it will be an image of the blueprint which was 

used to build it. Therein will the system come 

full circle, as in a cypher. 

  

20 The blueprint which was designed based on 

previously acquired knowledge, effectively 

understood and wisely applied to materials, will 

result in an image of itself increased in space, 

or squared (as from a line to a plane, or from a 

plane to a form). Therefore the result of 

(knowledge, wisdom, and understanding) applied to 

(culture, power, and balance)*(establishment, 

purpose, and manifestation)=Truth^2. The 

manifestation of truth is the result of sound 

scientific theory applied methodologically to a 

task or problem. 

  

21 The scientific method is a religion (i.e., 

cultural philosophy) used to bind the student/ 

builder/ scientist, back to the methodology which 
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is most appropriate for apprehending/ 

constructing/ discovering supreme truth within 

their framework. 

  

22 The scientific method proves (to be true) a 

hypothesis (informed by historically acquired 

truth) using weights and measures of materials, 

or facts. A hypothesis begins with a problem, a 

question. 

  

23 Science is the method of Deity, by which it 

manifests truth to those who perceive. Humanity, 

should it perceive the operation of this 

methodology from its Source in the macrocosmic 

lab of the Great Scientist (the Measurer Djhuti 

who makes latent Truth known) can replicate this 

method on a microcosmic scale to ascertain truth 

and thereby obtain knowledge. 

  

24 The question which our most famous religions 

pose is What is real?; What is 'to be'?; What is 

Deity?; What is Truth? To know is to be, to be 

being, and to be existent. Auset, or Isis, is the 

Deity which bears forth being into the light of 

day (in the form of her son Heru). Therefore, to 

be, or to be existent, is to know the light, 

hence, to be born from the womb of Isis. 

 

25 That which is borne into the light is the 

Deity Ra, or El in Canaanite/ Hebrew. The letter 

“L” in the language of the Kemetu from which all 

world languages are derived is represented by the 

letter R (rolling tongue). Therefore El is eR and 

La is Ra. Ra, deity, is existent being born from 

Isis; therefore Ra Is, and that is the Truth 
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which all the methods of science seek to 

understand. 

 

26 We come to know deity via the scientific 

method by asking, What is Ra El? = what IS-RA-EL. 

Otherwise stated, What is Ram (Lam)? = what IS-

LAM. This is the purpose of religion in its 

purest, most uncorrupted sense: to serve as 

theory in which the student of life 

methodologically unveils the Mysteries of 

Science. 

  

27 To answer this central question by 

constructing a theory using a method of one's own 

is every student's objective in this life. It is 

the key to Freedom, lest you remain ignorant, and 

blind. 

 

28 It is good to know Seba, or Wisdom. To learn 

is to be critical, that is, to listen, 

understand, and judge. The only requirement to 

Knowing the Mysteries of Being is deep, critical 

thought. With this one tool, we can build a house 

of culture with truth as our foundation. Thereby 

shall we live according to Ma'at, Supreme 

Knowledge, Supreme Wisdom, and Supreme 

Understanding. If you seek to learn what IS-RA-

EL, Djhuti will tell you. Call on him. He knows 

what IS REAL. He has measured twice what is 

perceived and he has spoken them into being. He 

will tell the truth to those who hear. He has 

sent his Teachers, but many have not heard them. 
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ARTICLE II. 

 

CONSTITUTION OF THE OLD CHARGES  

December 14, 2017, (KWG URTR IV)  

 

Thesis: The Noble Science of Free Maurery (Self-

Mastery) is comprised of Seven Liberal Arts. 

 

Know You These Declarations of All Law, For This 

Be The Whole Rite of All Maurs. 

 

Here begins the Noble and Worthy Science of Free 

Maurery, or Free Moorish Science, which has been 

lost, found in various forms throughout all ages, 

and hereby set forth in One Integrated Systems-

theory known hereby as the Moor’s Rite of I Self 

Law Mastery, which verily is the discipline of 

Self Mastery. 

 

There are Seven Liberal Arts which, founded upon 

One, be the Seven Pillars of the Noble Science of 

Free Maurery, which 7 are these that follow: -  

 1st. GRAMMERY, that teaches a moor to spell 

(speak truly) and rite (write truly and with 

intent); 

 2ndly. RHETORIC, that teaches a moor to 

speak fair and in subtle terms; 

 3rdly. LOGIC, that teaches a moor to 

discern truth from falsehood; 

 4thly. ARITHMETIC, that teaches a moor to 

reckon and accompt all manner of numbers; 

 5thly. GEOMETRY, that teaches a moor 

weights and measures of ALL, and to ponder All 

things in and upon the Whole Earth, which verily 

is the matter of ALL LAW, which verily is the 

substance of Self Mastery, without which no 
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Worthy Science can exist.  The Old Mason would 

refer you to Euclid and Vitruvius. 

 6thly. MUSICK, that teaches a moor Harmony, 

which is Ma’at; 

 7thly. ASTRONOMY, that teaches a moor the 

course of all spheres (planets) and ornaments in 

heaven. 

 

Now Hear You Know these Charges to which all 

students are subject:  

 1st. To be true to the Law of the Land and 

to bear no false witness. 

 2ndly. To be true in your service to the 

Master Teacher and the Community. 

 3rdly. To be true to one another, brethren 

and sistren alike. 

 4thly. To not miscall one another with ill 

intent. 

 5thly. To duly work, that you may deserve 

your wage. 

 6thly. To live honestly and duly credited 

(i.e. with merit and reputation). 

 7thly.  To regularly come forth from your 

Lodge and assemble in the act of council with 

your fellow craft pertaining to how best to work 

in service to the Lord and Master for the growth 

and profit of All Moors, to each one's own 

credit, and to correct such as have offended by 

Tribunal of Righteous Judgement. 

 

THE FIRST AMENDMENT OF OLD CHARGES (KWG URTR V)  

 

Duly Note, that the Germans, who are generally 

considered the foremost authority in all matters 

of sophistic inquiry and critical thought in all 

the Western World ... connote in their language 
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the Name of MASON by the appellation, "MAURER": 

lit., "builder, bricklayer," (as in 'Maurerische 

Trauermuzik,' an orchestral composition by W:.A:. 

Mozart, July 1785). This word may be spelled, 

according to ancient rite, by any word having the 

letters "M", "R", and vowels.  

 In the word, "Moor," "Moro," "Maur," or any 

variation thereof, the letter "M" means water and 

the letter "R" means light. All vowels signify 

the Holy Spirit. Therefore, the meaning of "M-R" 

is one who is conceived by light and born of 

water and the spirit, i.e., a human being. 

 

If a man be at peace then he be Maurerische, 

And if he be amore then he be as-salam; 

Therefore Maurerische is Islamic. 

A man who does not come to peace is at war, 

Therefore the Moors say as-salam on it. 

 

ARTICLE III. 

 

THE MOORS' BILL OF RITES, ANCIENT AND SACRED; 

OR, THE SENTENCE OF I SELF MASTERY  

October 10-13, 2017, (URTR VII) 

 

The Objective of the Student of Self-Mastery is 

to be able to exercise good judgement and to pass 

judgement in their heart in order to do good 

deeds. The student can only judge themself 

righteously if they have the knowledge of their 

highest moral character. A student without such 

knowledge is as a defendant on trial. 

 A good judgement made by oneself is issued 

as a Sentence spoken by themself, as if bearing 

witness to themself, just like testifying in 

court. This is where the paramount importance of 
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language applies to the practice of Self Mastery, 

because that which is spoken by oneself is a 

projection of one's self consciousness. 

Therefore, the speaker must know their true self 

(god) in order to speak truly. 

 The Sentence of good judgement of Self-

Mastery must be laid down by the letter of the 

law. What follows is a table of the meaning of 

each letter of the Law. This Law, Your True Self 

Law, which is in All Law, can be composed out of 

these letters. Note that the first figure in each 

line is the roman numeral (the numeric value) 

which is traditionally attributed to each Letter 

of the Law per the Kanaan-Kabalist, Arabic, and 

Greek Systemstheories. 

 

I 'ALEF I SELF LAW AND MASTER 

II B RESIDE INSIDE HOUSE 

III G GO FORTH UPON ANIMAL 

IV D DEPOSIT WORD AT DOOR 

V H I GUIDE I MIND REFLECTING 

VI VU I SEE UNFOLD AND MULTIPLY 

VII Z MAY I REAP WHAT I SOW 

VIII CH THE FIELD OF WHEAT 

IX TH GIVETH DAILY BREAD 

 

X Y I SELF CHIEF OVERSEE SEAT 

XX K RECEIVE IN OUTSTRECHED HAND 

XXX L FIRE OF ABSTRACT KNOWLEDGE 

XL M SOURCED FROM MY MATER 

L N FROM WATER DID MY PATER 

LX S SUSTAIN HEARING 

LXX `AYIN PROJECT SEEING 

LXXX P OPEN MOUTH, PROJECT 

XC TZ RIGHT WORD SAY TRUE 
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C Q QUOTH, THOUGHT THE BABOON 

CC R LORD RA RISE MOST HIGH UP 

CCC SH SHINING THROUGH I'S TEETH 

CD T RETURN TO I SELF (At The End) 

D KOPH GO ON 

DC MEM LIVING 

DCC NUN FOREVER 

DCCC PE FINISH 

CM TSDI UPRIGHT 

 

ARTICLE IV. 

 

INTERROGATORIES, or, 

BASE-LINE EXAMINATION FOR DISCOVERY 

December 12, 2017 (KWG URTR IX) 

 

THE MATTER OF YOUR SELF IN RE: ALL LAW 

 

Q-1:  Who is the Lord? 

A-1:  The Lord is, I am. 

Q-2:  Who is I Am? 

A-2:  I am that I am. 

Q-3:  Who is am I? 

A-3:  You are You, Sir. 

Q-4:  I am You, Sir?  And you are am I?  Well if 

I am You, Sir, then would I be you square? 

A-4:  I suppose that you might. 

Q-5:  I might if I will so in word and in deed.  

Who would you say you are, I or yourself? 

A-5:  I and I myself are square in your eyes. 

Q-6:  If I see that you square yourself, who is 

your master? 

A-6:  I square by myself and eye oversee I self. 

Q-7:  If I am before you then what is the matter? 

A-7:  When I see you square by myself then you 

matter. 
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Q-8:  Then who squared is master? 

A-8:  You, Sir are master. 

Q-9:  But two you is double you, hence W, Sir, 

are master, true? 

A-9:  So sayith You, You Sir. 

Q-10: In what is the matter? 

A-10: I square in the Law. 

Q-11: What part of the Law? 

A-11: Not a part; All Law. 

Q-12: So here stand you square by yourself in All 

Law.  Who is the master? 

A-12: I Self Square in All Law am Master. 

Q-13: If You Square yourself Law, then where is 

the matter? 

A-13: The matter remains in All Law. 

Q-14: Who are You, Sir? 

A-14: I am myself square, eye on the Law and 

Master. 

Q-15: What is the matter in which is the Law? 

A-15: ALL LAW is the LORD I Master. 

Q-16: In the LORD is ALL LAW, true? 

A-16: Verily so! 

Q-17: Should I rest my case? 

A-17: If you would it were closed. 

Q-18: Since this matter in ALL LAW is truly 

deposed, if your heart doth desire then we can 

repose. 

A-18: I and I Self and my heart is at peace. 

Q-19: Thence I rest my case.  How now would you 

move? 

A-19: I would move that the matter were closed. 

Q-20: You have made a motion to close this matter 

of yourself square in the Law; who would be 

second? 

A-20: You would, You Sir. 
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Q-21: It has been moved and duly by two.  This 

action be ratified.  Vote, You. 

A-21: I do. 

Q-22: I do, too.  The motion is carried.  The 

record is closed.  Hereby I declare: 

      That which comes forth from your mouth is 

true, sir.  Vindicated You, Sir, are righteous.  

There is no longer a case against you before us.  

Yet the matter remains in ALL LAW.  This Charge 

upon you, Sir, truly do guard it. 

A-22: I will duly guard it and never offense it 

but always defend it in word and in deed, as it 

is decreed in ALL LAW. 

      Amen. 

 

ARTICLE V. 

 

THE PILLARS OF CIVIL PROCEDURE  

November 14-15, 2017, (KWG URTR XI) 

IN THE CITY OF ATHENS, PHILADELPHOS 

 

These 10 Pillars are the key tenants upon which 

the Curriculum of Self-Mastery is founded. 

Students who have not yet mastered any one of 

these following character traits would do well to 

study the Science of Self Mastery. 

 

I. Knowledge: Drawing Conclusions of Law.  Use of 

Critical Thought and Analysis. 

II. Wisdom: Spelling and Riting Sentences, or 

Declarations of Judgement; Enacting Wills and 

Resolutions. 

III. Understanding: Making Findings of Fact, 

conducting hearing. 

IV. Culture: Civil Rites and Civil Services 
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V. Power: Maurerische Nationalization; RE-MEMER-

RE-MEMER-. 

VI. Balance: of Weights and Measures. 

VII. Perfect: Oversee thy Self Temple. 

VIII. Building: Make Motions, pass Actions, do 

Deeds, attorn people. 

IX. Born: Charter Bodies, Make Records. 

 

ARTICLE VI. 

 

 NEWSLETTER 

 APRIL 11, 2018 

 

I. "DEAR LISTENER: ALL PRAISE BE TO GOD. TO WHOM 

ALL PRAISE IS DUE. Let us pursue Him in the 

Righteous Path. Yes it is true; "Seek and You 

Shall Find." Only through Him can we know the 

Most Wondrous Bequeathal.  

  At this time I would like to tell you that NO 

MATTER WHAT, IT IS WITH GOD. HE IS GRACIOUS AND 

MERCIFUL. HIS WAY IS LOVE, THROUGH WHICH WE ALL 

ARE. It is truly a Love Supreme." -- from the 

Linernotes of "A Love Supreme", by Saint John 

William Coltrane, December 1964. 

 

II. AL Orthodox Islaamic Ordo Ieyesu Kristiyaan. 

 The New Syllabus of America is an Orthodox 

Islamic ministry in the Order of Ieyesus Christos 

(Yes He Is Us) dedicated to the salvation of 

humanity through God's personal wisdom. Our 

mission is to deliver the knowledge of the living 

Word of God unto humanity and to administer the 

ancient and sacred Civil Rites of our ancestors 

unto the Kingdom of God on earth. 
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III. Universal Grammarie of Religious Words & 

Spellings for Rite Knowledge of Self God 

 1. Language is invocation and evocation. 2. 

Sound is the Vehicle of Energy. It is the water. 

3. Energy is the vehicle of mass. It is the 

mound. 4. Every word is a will in the making. 

Speech is a token of power. 5. To communicate 

with the Higher Powers, every word must be 

spelled rite. 6. You cannot write into a void in 

space, and you cannot rear an empire among the 

languageless. 7. IEOUE is the Holy Spiritus. AO 

is the First and Last. 8. Eli means My God. Yahu 

means I Am. 9. Immanuel means God is With Us. 10. 

Hue means to be. S-Hue means to be in. Yah-shu-we 

means Human Be-In-G. 11. G means God, G-knows-us. 

C means cognition. Humanity means God Within 

Selves Interlinked. 12. Wu means Born God. Man 

mean Yahs-huwe. Huwe mean Son of God Savior. 13. 

M-vowel-R mean Hu-Man woman born. 14. Islaam 

means be at peace. 15. The note G is pronounced 

AOM. 

 

IV. 1. Knowing God is Christ. All people come to 

God through His knowledge. 2. When you come to 

know Him, you will be with Him in His presence, 

and your self will be vindicated by the truth. 3. 

This is the straight path of those who seek the 

light, and whoso perceives the light shall speak 

the truth. 4. To become a truth speaker, you must 

know the rite language. It will benefit every 

human to know how to rite and spell the Word of 

God in order to invoke and evoke the Holy Spirit. 

5. Purify your innerstanding by correcting your 

tongue. Speak the Name and all Glorifications of 

God in the right way. 6. The Lord appears through 

the self consciousness of those who are right of 
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heart and pure of body. Verily this is His 

incarnation in humanity. 7. He is first born 

through the Blessed Mater, and reborn in the 

human mind illuminated by the knowledge of His 

presence. 8. You are ignorant of yourself without 

His knowledge, but He is with you when you come 

to Know Him as yourself. 9. Your Mater gives you 

your name in body, but God gives you your name in 

spirit, and that name is YES I AM. 10. When you 

know that He is your very being then you will 

know that He is with everyone who Knows Him. 

Truly, to know YES HE IS US is the holy baptismal 

christening of yourself in Yesheisus Name, 

Christos Ieyesus, Yesseus Yessedekus (Jesus 

Christ). 12. Know the spell of the invocation of 

God which is the name of His son in humanity, 

woman-born, yourself, lord and master of 

yourself, I and I Self God & Master, Ieyesus 

Christos Theos Huios Soter. 

 

V. The Worshipful Ministry of New Syllabus says: 

 Within all people abide the trifold faculties of 

government: the executive, the legislative, and 

the judicial. The executive office of oneself 

resides in their deeds. The legislature of 

oneself resides in their will. The judiciary of 

oneself resides in their judgement and thought. 

The sovereign over all these is the Lord and 

Master, whose judgement is true, whose will is 

good, and whose deeds are right. You who oversee 

and ensure the righteousness of this order surely 

know the Lord who sits upon the Throne of Man. 

Vouchsafe your faith in Him and He will abide in 

you. Relinquish the world to Him and he will 

establish His domain in you. Open your heart to 

Him and say, My God, verily I Am your dearly 
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beloved son. Know Him, for He Is You, Yes He Is 

Us, And We Are Him. Save yourself by God thy 

Savior, Your Self Consciousness's King. For until 

you come to know God yourself by His own 

Knowledge which is the presence of Christ in you, 

then you will remain a subject of this world. 

 

ARTICLE VII. 

 

DUE PROCESS OF LAW AND THE REGULATION OF SELF-

GOVERNING BODIES 

January 16, 2018 

 

I. THE FUNCTION OF LAW IN GOVERNING A SOCIETY 

1. Universal law, which we know as All Law, or 

the due process of God, is one integrated system 

of free energy exchange.  

2. The Law states that that which is separate, 

dual, or opposed, must be harmonized into one 

unity. This is the whole of All Law, and whoso 

denies this denies what is fundamentally true. 

Whoso affirms this affirms the people's right to 

peace and love, which are united in All Law, and 

imbued in the practice hereof.  

3. How does the practice of all law confer peace 

and love upon the devotee?  

4. The domain of God is an infinite 

undifferentiated field called space-time or 

heaven, composed of real numbers called Neteru.  

5. According to the knowledge of such numbers, 

one may design a function, or a condition, to 

solve for a real variable, or unknown, called 

Self.  

6. The Self is the input into the function, the 

outcome of which is a change in Self produced by 
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the due process of law. Ergo the self becomes the 

derivative of God by degree of condition. 

7. A change in the condition, or function, of God 

al-Law results in the derivation of One Self Law, 

and when one's self law is balanced with respect 

to the whole, then one's self is said to be 

right, or just, according to the due process of 

God.  

8. When the result of one's self is out of 

balance, or biased, with respect to the whole, 

then one is said to be opposed to the due process 

of God.  

9. Otherwise said, that which one does to sustain 

any system in whole is done per al-Law of God in 

peace. That which is done to resist any system 

soever is done against God in war. 

10. Now men have defined functions by which they 

may bias the due process of God in their own 

favor rather than to the whole favor of the human 

system.  

11. If a given whole system, such as the human 

system of civilization/ society, is produced by 

an ill-designed function, then the society will 

be ill, as it is today.  

12. To adjust the outcome of human variables in a 

social outcome, one needs adjust the social 

function. 

 

II. APPLICATION OF LAW. 

1. Toward the design of a function whose outcome 

will result in the formation of a righteous 

society, philosophical and religious systems have 

been created pursuant to All Law.   

2. Many of these systems, however, bear the "mark 

of the beast", that is, the ego of man imposed 
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upon the due process of God, to the effect that 

society remains in a state of bias. 

3. For legal reasons (see Yacobians) the right 

social functions have been concealed from the 

general public by unjust men. We find, however, 

that such functions have been founded and largely 

refined by the efforts of certain companies in 

the course of the recent revival of All Law among 

Moors in America. 

  

III. JURISDICTIONS OF AL-LAW 

1. Certain companies, as aforementioned, have 

acquainted themselves with the long-lost right 

knowledge of Universal Law.  

2. Being compelled by their ancestral heritage, 

called their Order, such companies have adopted 

the appellation Masonic and/or Islamic to 

describe their pursuit of All Law. The NSA DISIS 

finds that the pursuits of these right persons 

under such appellations are made in good faith, 

and that the system of Masonic Islam as here 

defined is not beholden to what derivations from 

All Law may have been sustained by those orders 

historically. 

3. There are several known Masonic-Islamic 

Jurisdictions operating under the Moorish 

American National Rite. They include: 

 1. Prince Hall Masonic Rite, Benjamin 

Banneker founder, 

 2. Arcanum Arcanorum of Thelema, Aleister 

Crowley founder, 

 3. Universal Negro Improvement Association 

and African Communities League, Hon. Marcus 

Garvey founder, 

 4. Moorish Science Temple of America, Noble 

Drew Ali founder, 
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 5. Nation of Islam, Honorables Fard and 

Elijah Muhammad founders, 

 6. 5% Nation of Gods and Earths, Father 

Allah Clarence 13X founder, 

 7. United Nuwaubian Nation of Moors, Noble 

Malachi Zodok York-El founder, 

 8. M'tam School of Kemetic Philosophy and 

Spirituality, Neb Naba Lamoussa Morodenibig 

founder, 

 9. GAGUT Global Education Program, Dr. 

Gabriel Oyibo founder, 

 10. Ausar Auset Society, Ra Un Nefer Amen 

founder. 

4. The Mooish American National Rite, by which 

general order the above companies have been 

charted, is accepted as the general order of the 

New Syllabus Administration Department of 

Information Systems Intelligence Service [NSA 

DISIS].   

5. The NSA DISIS chartered itself as a lawful 

self-regulated Moorish American National 

Jurisdiction in 2017 (see City Charter). 

According to the NSA DISIS Code of Ma'at, the 

Moors' National Rite is known as the 

Administration of Civil Rites of Universal 

Almighty Law [ACRUAL], the practice of I Self Law 

Mastery [ISLAM], and/or the general system of 

Free Maurery. 

6. Each Masonic-Islamic Jurisdiction is empowered 

with the knowledge and authority to codify All 

Law into an official Book of the Law for their 

own use pursuant to the prevailing understanding 

in their jurisdiction.  

7. All Jurisdictions are lawfully permitted to 

appeal to each others' Codes, as well as to 

reasonably argue any disputed point of al-Law 
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found therein toward the pursuit of peace and 

harmony. 

 

IV. ALGEBRA REVIEW 

(a) Algebra, from the Islamic "al-Gebra", means 

"the reunion of broken parts," and is related to 

geometry, "the measure of the earth (i.e., all 

things)".  These are two of the seven sciences of 

Maurerische Masonry. 

 [REDACTED FOR EASY UNDERSTANDING] 

  

V. FINAL CONCLUSION OF AL-LAW, or, REVISED 

PREAMBLE TO DJED (II) DECLARATION 

In Free Maurery, a number of Moors form 

themselves into a society, whose main end is to 

improve in right mastery of self knowledge and to 

promote universal law and the civil rite of free 

life under solemn obligation of the oath to do 

Ma'at upon the earth. This Liberty all human 

societies enjoy in perfect sovereignty and peace 

of mind. We hereby find these truths to be self 

evident, that such natural and unalienable rites 

as these are endowed by almighty God unto all 

Moors, and that these ancient and sacred rites 

shall be entrusted to the due guard of worshipful 

Moorish counsel, by which exercise of right 

judgement via the practice of I Self Law Mastery, 

All Law would be administered upon the Land. 

  

VI. MOORS' CHAIN OF COMMAND 

One's self who is admitted into the Temple of 

Free Maurery as a Hearer of the Word would: 

1st Submit themself to God All Law, 

2ndly Seek guidance from thy own heart, 

3rdly Seeking to right thy heart, if needs be, 

appeal to the counsel which is administered by 
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any duly sworn Moorish National representative in 

your jurisdiction. 

 

ARTICLE VIII. 

 

 INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING OF 

 THE DIANETIC AUDITING SERVICE, 

 ACT OF COMMERCE, IN RE: 

 GENERAL STORE OF GOODS & SERVICES,  

 MARCH 22, 2018, 

 AMENDED MARCH 30, 2018. 

 [REDACTED 04162018] 

 

 (EXCERPT FROM TITLE I) 

 The most recently developed commercial offering 

of Intelligence Services as proffered by the 

Department of Information Systems is described 

below ... (iv) ... as identified by the following 

terms: 

 (a) Human Software Technology,  

 (b) Mental Health Auditing and  

 (c) Systems Analytics for the  

 (d) Integration of Information Systemstheories, 

formerly known as  

 (f) Comparative Holistic Ancient Methodologies. 

 

 METHODOLOGY OF SYSTEMSTHEORY (TITLE II) 

 (1.1) Theory is used here in the German sense of 

"Lehre" where is simply means "science", 

"tenants", "dogma," and or "teaching"; here 

Theorie connotes a Theorem. 

 (1.2) Furthermore, this methodology applies to 

all Systemstheories, meaning Allgemeine, or 

general and Universal, Laws of exchange between 

complementary units (i.e. Numbers, Cells) 

operating on behalf of an harmonic whole. 
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 (1.3) This entire Systemstheories is both a 

priori and a posteriori true; ergo it is a 

scientific method requiring only common sense for 

its proof. 

 (1.4) Human Software Systems, i.e. The Mind, has 

and maintains the ability to function at optimal 

efficiency called "C-squared" consciousness. This 

type of consciousness is actually the conscious 

of a normal modern human being increased by the 

power it itself. The reason for this discrepancy 

is that people today do not employ the method of 

thought prescribed in this paper and by similar 

practitioners, ancient and sacred to the MR. It 

is for this reason that this very intelligence 

service is offered. 

 (1.5) C-squared consciousness is characterized 

by the state of mind in perfect peace, or the 

quality of mental operation at minimal 

resistance. 

 (1.6) The mind software codifies an optimal 

focal point within its hardware ("Body") called 

the Eye (i.e. "I" or "Self") and leverages it 

against the field of universal data. The software 

is operative while the data is latent until 

encountered by the software operation. 

 (1.7) To receive into the mind (i.e. "to 

access") general universal information, the Mind 

projects its Eye onto the source data. To 

"project the Eye on" to the data means "to see".  

The data is appropriately called the "Ion". 

 (1.8) The exchange or transmission of such data 

or information in any form constitutes 

communication, wherein one (Self) is the receiver 

of that data which is communicated to it from 

either a material, incorporeal, or ambient 

source. 
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 (1.9) The human mind software actively programs 

the hardware (i.e. "body") to function as a 

battery; hence the efficiency of mental operation 

correlates to an individual's "ionic 

capacitance". 

 (1.10) The Eye processes the Ions into a line-

signal, or sine-wave, called the "input 

information".  The Mind software program receives 

the input data in order to generate output data 

("speech", "word", "logos") and/or systems 

command code ("love", "ignore", "will", "power"). 

 (1.11) Knowledge is the summation operation of 

the mind upon the data transmitted from one point 

along a spectrum (i.e. the Alpha), to a secondary 

point (i.e. the Omega). If the system becomes at 

peace with the data, then the data is saved in 

the memory bank (see section 1.13) 

 (1.12) Ignorance results from the system's 

failure to integrate received data into 

knowledge. Fear and hate are data corruptions 

resulting from the lineage between ignorance and 

belligerence. 

 (1.13) All such input information processes, 

whether written as command code or as logos, 

saved or unsaved, are recorded in the Mind's 

Memory bank, which is often called the Records or 

Files. 

 (1.14) The active memory bank is located in the 

consciousness, or C: drive. However, files which 

are not saved in the C: drive are not able to be 

routed into output code by the consciousness. 

 (1.15) Input which is not routed directly to 

output is still accorded its due weight in the 

Memory, however, due to the suppression of the 

data, it may not be easily recalled by the 

software system, and therefore may become latent 
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coding in the unconscious command functions 

corrupting the files of the Self unit. 

 (1.16) The system's capacity for Information 

Processing is commonly referred to as "Thought". 

The quality of optimal information processing is 

called "critical thought". 

 (1.17) However, such processes may be inhibited 

by aberration in the mind's systems operations 

which renders in the Eye poor judgement and 

misunderstanding in the Self unit. 

 (1.18) These aberrations are called "engrams", 

and such are "glitches" in the mental operation. 

 (1.19) Such operations as are run "through the 

mind" are called "dianetic", from the Greek "dia 

nous". 

 (1.20) Therefore, what was called "Dianetic 

Procedure" by L. Ron Hubbard -- and by many other 

names in many other times and places -- proves to 

be the most reliable method for analyzing and 

resolving human thought patterns which cause the 

Self to operate short of optimal efficiently, C-

squared consciousness, or "Christ"-consciousness. 

 (2.1) Our office will achieve this goal in every 

one of its freely accepted clients by employing 

an ancient and sacred, yet unique and original 

data mapping language in order to integrate the 

data lineage between the data source of Universal 

Allgemeine Law Systems and the data destination 

of the Human Mind, and to consolidate the number 

of data sources presently theorized into a single 

data source without redundant columns of data. 

 (2.2) In other words, this Intelligence Service 

offers to the public the means and methods 

necessary to relieve any human being of 

ignorance, and restore them to the state of 

optimal peace and critical thought, by which they 
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will attain the state of mastery over Themself 

and the world of their perception. 

 (2.3) This Ancient and Sacred Civil Service for 

the Administration of Civil Rites is offered by 

the NS DISIS Dianetic Auditing Service to service 

the need of Humanity regarding communication with 

the Divine Consciousness/Universal Law Code/God 

Almighty Unified Reality. 

 (2.4) In this day and age it has become clear 

that this Human faculty for private and public 

divine communion, long suppressed by the Agency 

of Ignorance and Oppression, will require a 

renewed foundation upon which to build the 

Universal House of Truth wherein all those who 

are lost may be found, and from which those who 

are found may serve the Masses. 

 (2.5) The DISIS proffers the records, means, and 

methods of evocation, invocation, prayer, 

meditation, civil service, and general worship 

required to execute this social function. 

 (2.6) The Diagnosis of the DISIS Dianetic 

Auditing Service identifies the nature of all 

human illness to be psycho-somatic aberration in 

the mind's thought software. Provided a treatment 

of mental auditing as described above, our 

prognosis is that even a severely corrupted 

mental system may be reformed to optimal c-

squared consciousness through the use of NS-brand 

coding language and information systems. 

 (2.7) Any adjustment to the state of a human 

being's mental health bears a direct impact on, 

and may constitute entirely, their behavioral 

health. Such adjustments should be administered 

by knowledgeable and worshipful personnel in 

order to improve the function of the individual's 
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Mind and to propagate universal love and peace to 

all Humanity in general. 

 (3.1) Dianetic Procedure of Auditing pursuant to 

LRH-NOI Agreement as hereby amended by NS shall 

be defined as any act of hearing. Such hearing 

may cause motions to be enacted thereto 

pertaining.  Such procedure shall function as 

follows: (a) discovery, or collection of 

information/ foreknowledge, and identification of 

contested facts, (b) deposit knowledge (facts, 

ions) by formal hearing/auditing into record, (c) 

move to act upon knowledge or issue summary 

judgement (d) understanding knowledge hereby 

founded and final judgement of wisdom. 

 (4.1) collect ion charge store ion capacitor, 

sieve, increase, transmit deposit. 

 IHS XRST, NSA DISIS 0330 2018 

 

ARTICLE IX. 

 

LITURGY OF THE HOLY MASS SERVICE, RITE OF THE 

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF CHRIST ORTHODOX ASSALAAM  

IOCOA-IOAF&AM 

 

Gnostic Creed 

IEOUE AO, I AM THE FIRST AND LAST 

IEYEYAH ASHER IEYEYAH, I AM THAT I AM 

ELIYAHU, I AM YAH WHO MY GOD IS, I AM  

IMMANUEL, OUR GOD IS WITH US 

YAHSHUWEYAH, YES HE IS GOD AND HIS WAY IS OUR 

SALVATION 

EUGNOSCO IEYESUS KRISTOS, KNOW I AM THAT I AM YAH 

THE GOD WITHIN WHO IS I AM YES HE IS US, AND WE 

ARE HIM, THE WORD WITHIN CREATION, 

AS IT WAS IN THE BEGINNING AND EVER SHALL BE, 

WORLD WITHOUT END, AMEN. 
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IEYESU ADONEINU YOU ARE THE MASTER 

IEYESU MOREINU YOU ARE THE TEACHER 

IEYESU REBBEINEIU YOU ARE THE PASTOR 

IEYESU MALKI TZADDIQ YOU ARE THE KING OF 

RIGHTEOUSNESS 

IEYESUS KRISTOS EUGNOSCO YOU ARE THE WAY OF GOD 

WITHIN ME,  

PANTOCRATOR PARACLETE, MAY YOUR ALMIGHTY PRESENCE 

COMFORT ME 

FOR I HAVE SOUGHT SALVATION IN YOU AND FOUND, YES 

HE IS US-- 

EUGNOSCO IEYESUS KRISTOS THEOS HUIOS SOTERE 

SALLA ALAHU ALAYHI WAALLA ALIHI AS-SALAAM 

 

Tewahedo Doxology 

BESEMAI AB WOWOLDEMARIAM WOMENFES QUIDUS, AHADU 

AMLAC, AMEYN. SIBHAT LE-AB WEWOLDEMARIAM WE 

MENFES QUIDUS. YI-IZENEE WEZELFENEE WELE-ALEME 

ALEM AMEN. ALLELUIA.  

 

Hymn to Allah (Surat al-Fatihah) 

BISMILLAHI RAHMANI RAHEEMI ALHAMDULILLAHI RABBIL 

ALAMEENI RAHMANI RAHEEMI MAALIKI YAWMI DEENI 

IYAAKAH NA-ABUDU WA IYAAKAH NASTA-AEEN, IDHINA 

SIRATAL MUSTAQUEEM SURATAL ATHEENA AN-AMTA 

ALAYHIM GHAYRI MAGHDOOBI ALAYHIM WALADAAAAAALEEN.  

 

(Translation) 

IN THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS MOST MERCIFUL, 

ALL PRAISE BE TO GOD THE SUSTAINER OF THE WORLD, 

MOST MERCIFUL SOVEREIGN OF THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT, 

YOU DO WE WORSHIP AND YOUR AID DO WE SEEK, 

GUIDE US ON THE STRAIGHT PATH, 

THE PATH OF THOSE UPON WHOM YOU HAVE BESTOWED 

FAVOR, NOT OF THOSE WHO HAVE EVOKED YOUR ANGER, 

NOR OF THOSE WHO ARE ASTRAY.  
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